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UB Law Students Branch Out to the City and England
Every Law Student Should
Go Abroad

New York City
Program

By Kristen Ng

By Olga Vinogradova
I did not have any
business or finance
background before I
applied to the University at Buffalo New
York City Program in International Finance
and Law (“the NYC program”). In fact, the
only things that interested me were the international aspect and the location, New York
City. Also, I was scared to start the program
because I was not sure if my lack of knowledge of finance could potentially hurt me and
put me behind the rest of my classmates.
However, turns out I had nothing to worry
about because the program is set up to allow
students like me to learn basics in the January bridge course before moving to New
York City. Now, I am fascinated with finance and want to pursue
my career in this field of
law.

I am sure that every one of you, who
is reading this at this exact moment, has had some sort
of relationship with the term “study abroad.” Whether
it be your roommate, sorority sister/fraternity brother,
or TA who went abroad and came home to gush about
it, or the tables and flyers that take over much of campus, we have all been exposed to the phenomenon of
“studying abroad.”

January Course
The program starts with a
January course designed to
introduce students to the

I have to say that I was definitely one of those people
who was sucked into all the propaganda. “It will
widen your horizons!” “You can travel everywhere!”
“You’ll get to meet great people!” All the different
tables and flyers each promised different things. I
studied abroad in England my senior year of high
school, and decided to forgo it in undergraduate
school. Coming into law school, studying abroad was
the last thing on my mind. However, I went to some
meetings, talked to a few people
who really enjoyed their experience, and decided to look into
it. Of course, the dilemma is
that everyone tells you that in
order to be competitive for your
future career, you should work

See NYC Program · Page 5

See Abroad · Page 2

The Start of a New Cold War

Risk Transfer Tools and Environmental Protection in the 21st Cen-

By Eddie Gonzalez
While the 2008 election will be dominated by the economy,
the War on Terror, and Iraq, another issue begs consideration: the start of a new cold war. In the past month, Russia:

While establishing clear lines of liability, the
Superfund program created by the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation
and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA) has encountered many challenges
associated with carrying out its mission of cleaning up hazardous waste
sites. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which is responsible
for administering the program, has been challenged in court for their action
and inaction with respect to Superfund, experiences a consistent lack of
financial resources, and is constantly facing an excessive amount of litigation resulting in the delay of cleanups at sites posing some of the most
threatening environmental and public health risks in the country.

1) Invaded Georgia (a U.S. ally),
2) Threatened to invade the Ukraine,
3) Threatened to nuke Poland (another U.S. ally),
4)Declared its intentions to seize Arctic oil,
5) Sold anti-aircraft systems to Iran (a U.S. enemy),
6) Promised to build a space center in communist Cuba (another U.S.
enemy), and
7) Landed two long-range strategic nuclear bombers in Venzuela.

The law’s liability scheme has created an overwhelming number of lawsuits
among potentially responsible parties (PRPs) that have been filed to determine liability in proportion to an individual party’s contribution of hazardous material. The vast majority of Superfund cleanups involves more than
one PRP, and sometimes concerns thousands of parties. In order to reduce
the delays and costs of cleanup projects the private sector has engineered
environmental liability buyout agreements which transfer liability to a third
party firm whom a PRP retains to implement a remediation plan. The plan
is then insured to cover any cost overruns the cleanup project may face.

I believe that as the election draws near Americans should focus their attention to the re-emergence of the Russian Bear.
-

I

I

The consequences of a confrontation
with Russia are awful: skyrocketing oil
prices and/or war casualties that would
dwarf WWI and WWII combined.
Liberal White House……....2 With all this, both Sen. McCain and
Sen. Obama continue to neglect the
A Little UB History…………3 dangers that lie east. This is likely because the issue is exceptionally compliTransferring……………..….4 cated and cannot be answered in soundbites. As a former superpower, Russia
Missing the Market………...5 possesses state of the art military equipment: radar, satellites, and nuclear
weapons. It also has allies: Iran, VeneInside UB Law School…..6-7 zuela, Syria, Eastern Ukraine, and to a
lesser degree, China, which if squeezed

infra

I

Participating in a liability buyout agreement not only saves money for PRPs
but also effectively reduces transactional and litigation costs for the EPA.
If a PRP is unable to be identified or is unwilling to comply with an enforcement order the EPA incurs that party’s share of the cost of investigating and cleaning up a Superfund site. In the course of seeking to recover
these costs the EPA may need to interact with thousands of parties and their
legal counsel in order to reach a consensus on a remedy or a settlement resulting in project delays, wasted administrative costs, and excessive legal

See Cold War · Page 4

See CERCLA· Page 4
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Excitement and Urgency: Generational
Politics in the 2008 Presidential Election

The 2008 presidential election has been a showcase
for the influence and prominence of young voters’
participation in the political process. It has long
been the stereotype that voters age eighteen to
By Danielle M. Restaino
twenty-five are apathetic or ambivalent in terms of
civic participation, but this year there seems to be a
new wave of activism and involvement that has characterized our generation’s contribution to the political debate. Perhaps many believe it is
the historic nature of this election that has spawned so much interest among young voters. An inspirational candidate in Barack Obama, being the first African-American to carry his party’s nomination, as well as the campaign of Hillary Clinton, and now Sarah Palin, have served as confirmations of
the progress America has in the idea of who has the ability to govern our nation. Yet the sight of minority candidates making such great strides is in no way
new to our generation. We have grown up with the idea that regardless of gender or skin color achievement comes from hard work and perseverance. Everyone is capable of achievement. With this in mind it becomes apparent that there is something more driving the excitement that is so often spoken of when referring to the “youth vote.” It can possibly be characterized as a sense of urgency in the need to take responsibility for our futures through the political process
that has encouraged our generation to become vocal in this year’s election.
The mantle of change that has been thrown about so frequently this election cycle sounds good to many voters. After eight years of stagnation and quagmire in
American domestic and foreign policy people are looking for something new. Something that will lower gas prices, make health care affordable, help to pay
bills and mortgages and repair America’s reputation in the world. The message of change is a bit different though for our generation. Whether it is conscious

An inspirational candidate in Barack Obama, being the first African-American to carry his party’s nomination, as well as the campaign of Hillary Clinton, and now Sarah Palin, have served as confirmations of
the progress America has in the idea of who has the ability to govern our nation.
or not, we understand that ultimately we will be the individuals to bring about this change. The kinds of technologies and policies that will be developed by the
next president, whoever he is, will not occur rapidly. Those of us graduating from college and graduate school will be relied upon to carry out those new ideas
and change the direction America is moving in. Political involvement is a way for us to have a say in which direction that is.
For the first time we have the opportunity to vote in a presidential election where the stakes are very high, where the issues will markedly impact the decisions
we make in the planning of our futures. This election is not a test for the candidates and their policies and positions. Rather it is a test for our generation, to
determine if we have the judgment to lead, if we have the ability to take on the responsibility that will inevitably fall to us. This primarily is why in this election it is so important for young voters not just to become engaged, but to truly take an interest in the issues and the process such that the standard by which we
choose a leader is raised. News pundits and the majority of the American electorate, people our parents and grandparents age, will remain the same. They will
continue to use the same outdated litmus tests to determine which candidate is worthy of their vote. Who would you rather have a beer with? Which cookie
recipe do you like better? How do they feel about any number of social issues that are meant to distract and detract from the substantive debate about actual
issues that will help move this country forward: energy independence, the changing environment, a stagnant economy, or the war in Iraq?
This is where our generation is beginning the change that is so urgently needed, the political process. If we raise the bar for the standard by which candidates
are evaluated then soon the entire process will be renewed. It is up to us to keep that in focus this election. In doing so we can prove that we are ready to take
the reigns of this country when our time comes. Our parents will not have to worry about the weight of responsibility that will be passed, and we will be able to
navigate the world they are leaving us with the same comfort and ease we can campaign for a historic candidacy.
While the “youth vote” is spoken about in terms of excitement and energy, we cannot forget the heavy consequences that come with this election. These consequences are what have motivated so many young voters to become active this campaign season. We understand that America’s future is entwined with each of
our own, and that one really cannot succeed without the other. It is up to our generation to face the responsibilities of the future head on and in a decisive manner. We will be the ones who energize this country’s economy, we will be the ones who ensure health care for all citizens, we will be the ones who establish
new forms of efficient energy, and we will be the ones who bring our sisters and brothers home from war. These are the issues that will shape our lives and the
future of this nation, and for most young voters this election marks the beginning: the point from which we begin to take responsibility for America and our
future.

Opinions and Commentary
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the first summer.
I definitely took no heed to that advice. Instead,
what did I do? I went galavanting across Europe!
There is nothing about this past summer that I would
change. I was able to study at one of the greatest institutions on the globe- Oxford University. Not only
was I able to study with a noted human rights activist,
but I was also able to explore England, the
“Continent,” and venture to Morocco. And you know
what, this summer trip did “widen my horizons,” allow me to “travel everywhere,” and introduce me to
“great people.”
If you think you are alone in wanting to go abroad instead of getting a job your
first (or second) summer, think again. I can count nine people in my section
who decided to go abroad, and nine more who wish they did. Think about it.
In three years, when you start your job, you will probably find it hard to take
two months off so that you can travel. Instead, you will be working, and working….and working. It is not a bad thing, but the fact of the matter is that you
might have to wait until you retire until you can take a lengthy vacation.
This past summer not only enriched my experience of a different culture (you
have to admit, fish & chips and the Queen’s guards aren’t very “American”),
but it truly gave me a wider perspective of how the law in a different country
works. Studying law in a different country, with professors hailing from that
country’s institutions (in my case, Oxford professors), allowed me the chance
to “pretend” that I was an Oxford student. As a result, I studied in the traditional Oxford tutorial style, with an Oxford professor, in an Oxford building.
All in all, it was an amazing experience that I am itching to repeat next summer.
So, please, heed my advice and pay attention to those pesky tables, and take a
closer listen to your friend, sorority sister/fraternity brother, or TA. You may
well be on your next adventure.
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By Elizabeth Hersh
Alumni love to talk about their experiences as UB law students, and as a first year law student
myself, I already understand why. UB draws an outstanding group of students and faculty which
provides for an exceptional law school experience. My dad is one of these chatty alumni, and
boy will he talk your ear off. Perhaps it is because I have heard his stories so many times that I
feel the need to share a few of them, but I also think it is very interesting how in thirty years, some things
changed dramatically at UB Law, while others hardly changed at all. The year I would like to dive into is 1978,
not because I love disco (I really do though), but because it is the year my dad graduated and the year where I
could still hunt down a few professors who are still here at the school to talk to.
In 1978, America was still trying to sort out the mess left from the wake of the Vietnam War. Students at UB
Law School, like students across the nation, vigorously protested the injustices they saw not only in the war, but
in society and government. In fact, UB was well known as a hot bed for political protest. By 1978, the mood
had calmed considerably, but a sense of dissatisfaction toward local and national government still lingered. The
protests from students at UB had been so extensive, the Buffalo area was very hesitant to affiliate with the University because of all the civil disobedience. It is hard to imagine a time when the surrounding communities did
not want to associate with the University, because today of course, the communities seem to revolve around UB.
In 1978, the law school itself was quite different. O’Brian Hall, the Education building next door, the Governor’s Residence Complex, and the Ellicott Complex were essential the only buildings on campus. O’Brian had
only opened five years prior to 1978, so the school still had a very new smell, apparently like polished wood and
paint. Some of the new classrooms featured dark purple carpeting which extended not only across the floors, but
up the walls as well. The library was regarded as the “crown jewel” if you will, with its state of the art study
carols, and overall modern design. Plus, there were no pesky undergrads frolicking around the library. I swear
those youngsters think the middle stair way is a runway; anyway, back to 1978.
The administrative staff was extremely small compared to what we see today. There was one registrar who had
two assistants and a couple of secretaries. There were no career services, no law school financial aid personnel,
and no academic assistance. Because the administrative staff was significantly smaller, students were much
more involved in student governance, and the law school decision making process.
The grading scale at the law school was somewhat different than today. Students had voted on a grading system
where they could earn an “H*” for high honors, an “H” for honors, a “Q*” for especially qualified, a “Q” for
qualified, a “D” for achieving the bare minimum, and an “F” obviously for failure. Although the letters were
different from an A through F system, the actual grading system was essentially the same. The idea was to discourage the obsessive and overly competitive behavior that can develop when students are only working for a
grade. The grading system was also supposed to help professors grade in a timely manner, but it actually had the
opposite effect. In 1978 one of the biggest student gripes was over the amount of time it took professors to return grades, and although I have yet to experience my first round of exams, I hear the grading still lags a bit.
Grading was not the only difference academically. For first year students in 1978, there was no research and
writing class. Learning to write briefs, memos, case notes, citations, etc… had to be learned by trial and error.
Also, there was no orientation before school started. It was much more of a “sink or swim” atmosphere, and to
be quite honest, I am really glad things are not that way anymore.
Students and professors had a different relationship in 1978 than they do today. The faculty in 1978 was much younger on average and this resulted in a more “collegiate atmosphere.” Professors and students even engaged in social activities together. The most successful of these social activities was a variety show called the “Law Revue.” The Revue
captured the comical talent and musical talent of the students and staff. The Opinion
wrote the Revue was the “best event the law school has ever witnessed.” If the new 1L
SBA directors are looking for some fresh ideas, I think this may be a good one…. Another social activity was a touch football game involving faculty and students. Although
Bill Greiner at The it was successful in the sense that a lot of students attended and it was a lot of fun, a couLast Revue Show, ple of people ended up with broken bones; it has yet to be repeated. Students and faculty
1974
also engaged in other, less injurious intramural sports to a greater degree of success such
as Frisbee football. Although students and faculty may have had a chummier relationship,
the professors’ dedication to the education and betterment of the students at UB is as strong today as it was in
1978. The fact that most law professors at UB had a supplemental degree in a subject unrelated to law, was a
particular point of pride for the school in 1978 because this was not the case at many law schools. Today, the
law school still strives to employ faculty who can bring a wide range of expertise to their classrooms.
In addition to intramural sports students participated in as part of the law school, the sports law students enjoyed
outside the law school were a little different in 1978. Of course everyone loved Sabres hockey games and that
will never change, but what students loved almost as much was UB’s own hockey team. The games were extremely popular and very well attended. On the other hand, in 1978, there was no university football team. 1978
was also the last year that law school students could enjoy professional basketball in Buffalo. The Buffalo
Braves played for eight years before moving to San Diego, and today they are known as the Los Angeles Clippers.

Professor Barry Boyer in his
office, 1974

Although many alumni still lament over the loss of the UB hockey team, partying has to be the topic alumni love
to discuss the most. It is true that every generation thinks they party more than the last, but I hate to admit, this
is not so. In 1978, the Elmwood bar scene was well established, but the downtown area was becoming a very
popular place as well. Students enjoyed bars like Mr. Lange’s, which was your typical raunchy bar, but law students also enjoyed dance clubs like Club 747 which featured the hottest disco music and rock, (classic rock by
today’s standards.) Cheap beer was, and still is, the choice for many law school students. Gennessee, Stroh’s,
and Maximus Super which had a higher alcohol content, were the best beers for the buck in 1978. Many law
students today would not say no to a Natty Light, or Keystone, some of our cheapest beers, but I do believe that
most law students choose better beers when they can. I would not say law students party a lot, but when they do,
they do it well. I would like to think that we are just perfecting our schmoozing skills.
Although I love shag carpet, polyester, and disco, I would say 2008 has some pretty good things going for it
also. There are many differences I could point out between 1978 and today, like how the law students of that
year helped to perpetuate the idea that the seventies was the “bad hair decade,” but that is another article for another time. I hope someone in 2038 writes an article like this, just so I can reminisce on my days in law school
at UB.
Special thanks to Professor Barry Boyer for all his input and help and also many thanks to my dear old dad.
For more information on the history of the law school, University At Buffalo Law School: 100 Years, written by
Robert Schaus and James Arnone and published by the University at Buffalo Law Alumni Association in 1992
would be an excellent source.
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The decision to transfer to the University at
Buffalo Law School was relatively easy
when comparing Buffalo with my other option, Hofstra School of Law. The difference
in tuition is a whopping $22,967 (using the
By Dan Aiello
most current figures from official ABA
data), and not to mention, Buffalo edges out
Hofstra in both employment and bar passage rates. However, Hofstra is ranked higher than Buffalo in the U.S. News and World
Report rankings (99 and 100, respectively).

The NYS Government Puts Our Legal
Ed. At Risk

Why are more and more law schools including Stetson, Syracuse, Mercer, and the University of Louisville, maxing-out the “100”
spot, while Buffalo appears to remain stagnant and potentially faces falling into whatever tier is beneath “tier 1” nowadays? It’s
the fact that, like Hofstra, private schools are not administered by the local, state, or federal government, and they do not rely on public funds to support their
legal programs. Instead, they rely on tuition to fund programs directly and are not reliant on a fiscally irrespirable New York State Government for higher education monies. Although tuition is higher, students are getting what they paid for with added accountability, and thus security in their law school investment.
New York State Governor David Paterson has announced a $630 million dollar budget gap this year, which means, ostensibly, that the State doesn’t have
enough of your tax dollars to support its bloated spending. The Governor has asked the SUNY system to trim $40 million dollars, which calls for a 7 percent
reduction, on top of a previous 3.3 percent reduction (this year), in spending for each SUNY campus. Traditionally, the State provides the SUNY system with
$3.4 billion dollars in aid, in which the universities return $7 billion dollars in tuition and fees. However, that aid will decline exponentially over the next few
years thanks to sloppy state management.
The University at Buffalo has said that an advisory group is in charge with informing top university administrators on where sacrifices can be made without
hindering the University’s mission and objectives. The State Finance Committee has asked that the universities submit their plans for meeting the required cuts
within the next few weeks. It won’t be until then that we know exactly how law students will be affected, but most of the 64 SUNY campuses have trimmed
spending by not hiring new professors; holding spending on computers and other technology equipment; putting off the start of new programs; and issuing

I would have had to live at home with my parents and
that’s not good if you study in the nude.
bonds. SUNY’s problems are part and parcel to the larger problem: New York State.
According the U.S. Census Bureau, New York State has the second highest tax burden in the Country behind California. The New York Public Policy Institute
has ranked New York number 38 out of 50 in competitiveness, which ranks states in categories such as fiscal policy, infrastructure, security, environmental
policy, technology, business encumbrances, etc.. Furthermore, New York is losing ground in professional career growth, i.e., legal jobs, and is ranked number
40 out of 50 therein. These figures indicate New York is spending too much, borrowing too much, and fixing too little.
It’s a bad time to go to SUNY, because our education is contingent on a legislature and an executive branch that is infamous for driving up debt and forcing
business to leave this State in pursuit of a better tax climate. Along with business migration comes us, law students, chasing the businesses who are leaving. If
we’re not employed in 6 months after graduation, how are we going to pay Uncle Sam and Wachovia back? If all the businesses are gone, UB Law’s employment rate will drop; If the SUNY system can’t find a creative way to make due with these additional cuts, UB Law’s tuition will go up; If we can’t make our
loan payments on-time, we’ll sacrifice by not taking bar courses, and it follows that UB Law will have a lower bar passage rate.
For every reason that I came to UB Law, the New York State government puts that investment at risk. I’m beginning to think that my friend, Chuck, made the
right investment in attending a private law school, because I’m relying on New York State to reciprocate: my tax dollars in exchange
for an affordable legal education that is one of the top 100 in the Country. So far, so good, but who knows what the cuts will bring in a
few weeks, especially now that classes have already started.
Since most of us want to believe we made the right decision to matriculate here, there’s a few things we could do to help ourselves:
We could lobby our State Senators and Assemblymen, especially Assemblywoman Deborah Glick, Chairwoman of the Committee on
Higher Education, and ask her and all legislators to amend our State Constitution to say that each year’s budget needs to be balanced
before it can be passed, not that fiscal projections need to be balanced, because in reality (as we now see), projections are rarely accurate.
As future lawyers and alums of UB Law, it is incumbent on us to change what needs to be changed, and that is New York State government. We need to make the effort to protect our investment from a government that, in the middle of the first-term, jeopardizes the
very reasons we chose a public school over a private school.
Deep inside I know I made the right choice to transfer to UB Law. The true reason, which I neglected to mention earlier, is that if I had gone to Hofstra, I
would have had to live at home with my parents and that’s not good if you study in the nude.
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CERCLA · from Page 1
by Russia could cause tremendous headaches for the
West. To be sure, a confrontation with Russia, or even
hint of confrontation, would come at a dear price.

So what should and/or could the West do to restrain Russia? First, NATO should extend membership to Georgia,
the Ukraine, and other similarly threatened nations. Obviously, this would draw anger from Russia, as they view
this as a direct threat to their sovereignty. However, a
Russian military response is unlikely as an attack on a
NATO member would draw a retaliatory response from the bigger and much stronger
NATO. Second, the West can continue to fund and militarily train nations threatened by
Russia: Ukraine, Georgia, Israel, and Azerbaijan. Other possible measures include denying Russia membership into the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) or expelling it from
the G8. I do not think those measures are practical for two reasons: 1) Russia is already a
non-member of the WTO and is still a threat, and as a result 2) to explicitly exclude them
would only negatively affect the West, i.e., Russia increasing the price of oil. By supporting Western allies and extending NATO membership to threatened nations, the West can
both marginalize Russia and maintain a strong deterrence to a Russian response. Whatever approach is taken, Russia will need to be a key priority for the next administration.

4

fees. However, sites
employing insurance
backed liability transfer agreements reduce
the number of parties
the agency must interact with from potentially thousands to
only one, thus substantially reducing
delays and expenses. Such improvements are particularly
salient given the fact that contamination at Superfund sites
present such considerable risks and the administration of the
Superfund program is paid for largely with taxpayer revenues.
Provided proper controls are in place to maintain cleanup
standards and the EPA insists environmental contractors select comprehensive remedies, the expanded use of insurance
backed liability transfer contracts at Superfund sites should be
codified into law in order to advance CERCLA’s primary
goals.
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A few days ago, before class began, I was monitoring
AIG’s stock price on Google Finance. The stock market hadn’t opened yet, but AIG was on the brink of
By Jonathan Pollard
collapsing as there were rumors that its credit rating
would be downgraded and that it did not have enough capital to cover its underwriting obligations. From the premarket price
action of the stock, and the headlines about the impending Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, I knew there was going to be a huge
move to the downside. So I made a bet that would AIG would fall majorly.

Why You Need to Be in the Game

One of my classmates who was sitting beside me noticed that I was looking at the stock chart intently and watching the tick by
tick moves of AIG. He asked me if I was into investing and the stock market in general. When I told him yes, and asked him if he was, he said “No. And I don’t
want to ever own a stock. Can’t you lose all of your money in a second? I mean, isn’t it like gambling?”
It’s not all that important what I told him. But it is important what I’m going to tell you. The answer to the first question is that even though you can theoretically lose ALL of your money by investing in the stock market, that sort of feat takes a lot of talent. Unless the company that you’re investing in goes bankrupt,
you more than likely won’t ever see your bank account go straight to zero. This is not to say that you can’t lose money over a specified period of time. I’ve lost
money in the stock market before, and there are a lot of people who own stock mutual funds in their 401(k) plans who are losing money hand over fist now too.
Markets go up and go down, but the stock market generally moves in tandem with the various economic cycles of the times. And over the long run – that is,
over any 20 year period in the 20th century – stocks have outperformed all other asset classes. Yep, that includes real estate, bonds, precious metals, you name
it.
The answer to the second question is that yes, investing in the stock market is comparable to gambling. However, I don’t mean to imply by likening it to gambling that it is the same as betting on a roulette wheel, or buying a lottery ticket, or playing the slots at Seneca Falls. In the latter, you have absolutely no competitive advantage whatsoever. If you get lucky, you win money. If you don’t, you lose money. But when you invest, it is possible to make educated guesses,
through research and personal experience, about which companies will be profitable. Here’s an example. Don’t you remember when you heard about the iPod
back in 2003/2004? If you had noticed that all of your friends were starting to use it and other Apple products en masse and made a $100 investment in July
2004 and sold at the end of 2007, that $100 would be worth more than $1400. Here’s another one: you know those Ugg boots that so many women love? Those
are made by Deckers Outdoor Corporation and if you had noticed the fad on college campuses in late 2005 and made a $100 investment, that $100 would have
been worth $600 at the end of 2007.
I want to backtrack for a second though. I am oversimplifying things a little, because not everyone will be able to pinpoint these homerun stocks all the time.
Not even professional money managers can all the time. But the point that I’m trying to drive home is that as a small investor, you are often able to see fads and
trends that are hugely profitable before the Wall Street types do. And although this is not true for everyone in our law school class, I would venture to bet that
the majority of people here are in their 20s and 30s. These are prime investing years. The reason that
they’re prime investing years is because you have enough time to make back any money you’ve lost in the
stock market through future returns on investments and through your paycheck. Relying on your paycheck alone though will not allow you to retire in the comfort that I suspect most of you would like. Why
is this? Because your paycheck is eaten up by inflation. If you, like my classmate, just keep your money
in a savings account that pays 3% annually, and the cost of living goes up by 4% annually, you’re actually
losing money. So you can try to “protect” your money by not putting it in the stock market, but in the end,
you still lose out to inflation.
Stocks have historically returned 8 – 9% a year, including dividends, over the past century. And obviously
there are times like now where there are huge stock market gyrations, but over the long-term, the stock
market is the greatest game/wealth-generating machine in the world. By not taking prudent risks with
your money, you are actually taking the biggest risk of all – spending the last season of your life in material discomfort. Anyone, with any discretionary money, can get started with investing. If you see me
around and you want to know more about what books you can read or what resources you can use to learn
about investing, let me know and we can bounce ideas off of each other.

Opinions and Commentary
NYC Program · from Page 1
fundamentals of finance. Finance has its own language and during January, you will learn it on conversational level and by the end of the NYC program, you
will speak it fluently. During the bridge term, students are required to write one to two memos every week, read financial publications and be ready to discuss
financial news. One of the most important things in the finance and business world is to stay current and look forward. That is why the NYC program places so
much emphasis on keeping up with the news.
Spring Semester
As February approaches, students make their move to the Big Apple. Spring semester classes are usually held at the Stony Brook Manhattan facility which is
located on Park Avenue and 28th Street. This area of New York City is safe and easy to get to by subway, not to mention the fine array of Indian buffets available for lunch. Classes are held four days a week with every week covering a new topic, such as capital markets, bankruptcy, emerging markets and many more.
Usually, there is a written assignment involved every week as well. The typical class begins with a professors’ lecture on the week’s topic which is followed by
speakers who come and are either practitioners or experts in their field related to the topic of the week. Speakers make the NYC program such a unique experience. In law school, we are used to see an academic point of view but the program allows you to see and experience how it all works out in practice. Additionally, several of the speakers are involved in deals we read about in the Wall Street Journal so we got an insider’s perspective and understanding on some major
financial events.
Team Projects
Team projects are the highlights of the program which give students an opportunity to get involved in an extensive study of real world financial or business
related problems. Students are divided into teams and each team has a sponsor, who gives a team a semester long assignment/project. My team’s sponsor was a
senior partner at Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP and we wrote a paper for him on best practice recommendations for an esoteric financial instrument. Our project sponsor met with us on a regular basis to discuss our progress and give his suggestions. Meetings with him were exciting events not only because of the opportunity
to talk to someone who is highly knowledgeable and influential in his sphere of work, but also our project sponsor would always treat us to a nice lunch. At the
end of the program, each team had to present the finished product to the whole class, our sponsors and professors.
Exams
The best part of the program is that there are no exams. However, the project, weekly written assignments and a large amount of readings compensate for the
lack of exams.
Living in a Big Apple
There is no better place to study finance than in the financial epicenter of the world, New York City. However, living there is not for everyone. You will either
end up loving it or hating it, but you will not find out until you try. Since I already lived in New York City for ten years, I tried to get a perspective of someone
who is new to the Big Apple. One of the participants of the NYC Program said that “it’s nice to know that I can live in NYC, it kind of demystified the somewhat potentially intimidating aura surrounding it.” She discovered that New York City is “full of friendly people, great food and tons of possibility.” Another
past participant said that before she did not even want to apply for jobs in New York City, but now she sees herself living there. Even though New York City is
a big place, you are not going to feel lost there because the city has something for everyone.
There are downsides of living in New York City as well. Rent is expensive in Manhattan. The produce tastes bad, unless you buy the most expensive organic
kind. Many past participants missed Wegmans. Those downsides can be fixed by settling for a tiny apartment with roommates or renting a place outside of
Manhattan, like in Brooklyn or Queens. Keep in mind that you will not be driving there because New York City subway system is very efficient and safe, so
you will save money by not paying for gas. As to the produce, hopefully, you will get used to it. At least I did.
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The Baldy Center for Law and Social Policy
Getting to know us
On the 5th floor of O’Brian Hall you’ll find the Baldy Center for Law & Social Policy. The Baldy Center is an internationally recognized research center devoted to fostering the interdisciplinary study of law and legal institutions, and is now directed by legal anthropologist, Law Professor Rebecca French.
Student Participation
The Center provides numerous opportunities for law and graduate student involvement in center activities, e.g., in October:

 participate in faculty seminars and work-in-progress presentations
 October 15: “Framing Reparations Claims: Differences between the African and Jewish Social Movement for Reparations” with Rhoda
Howard-Hassan, Canada Research Chair in International Human Rights, Wilfrid Laurier University, Canada
 October 20: “The Elastic Tournaments: The Second Transformation of the Big Law Firm” with Marc Galanter, Law and South Asian Studies, University of Wisconsin, Madison
 October 22: “The Discomfort of Religion: Integration of post-War Immigrants in Western Europe Compared with the U.S.” with Leo Lucassen, Social History, Leiden University, The Netherlands
 October 29: “Communally Held Intellectual Property” with Dorothy Noyes, English and director, Center for Folklore Studies, Ohio State
University.
 attend conferences and workshops, there are three this semester:
 James Atleson, Values and Assumptions in American Labor Law: A 25th Anniversary Retrospective (September 19)
 Same-Sex Marriage and Federalism (October 3)
 Can Attorneys Disclose Clients’ Suicidal thoughts? Exploring the Ethical and Legal Issues (December 4-5)
Interdisciplinary Study: Fellowships, Course Lists
The Baldy Center encourages and provides advisement for students interested in the collaborative JD and PhD
degree programs. Of particular interest to current students, is the Gilbert D. Moore Fellowship awarded each year
to four academically superior students pursing the collaborative JD and PhD program. The Moore Fellowship provides a $20,000 stipend, a full tuition scholarship, and health insurance.
Lists of interdisciplinary courses on law and legal institutions taught throughout the university are posted every
semester on the Center’s web site.
More Information
Visit the Baldy Center’s web site at http://www.law.buffalo.edu/baldycenter/studentinfo.htm or stop by 511
O’Brian Hall for more information about any of these programs and opportunities for students.

UB's Incoming Law School Class Among the Best Ever
The University at Buffalo Law School this semester welcomes one of its most accomplished and selective classes in its 120-year history, a group of students
Law School Dean Makau W. Mutua called a "breakthrough" for UB Law and the foundation on which to make UB one of the finest law schools in the country.
The school's class of 2011 was chosen from a national application pool of over 2,300 applicants, an increase of 52 percent from the previous academic year.
Only 31 percent of the applicants were admitted, making this year's class one of the most highly selective in recent years.
"It is undoubtedly one of our strongest classes ever," according to Mutua. "It raises our selectivity and places UB Law in a strong position to improve its reputation in the profession, in the legal academy and among prospective applicants."
The 222 first-year law students had a median LSAT score of 157, with 25 percent of those accepted scoring 160 or better. The class earned a median gradepoint average of 3.48; 25 percent of those come to UB with a 3.71 GPA or above.
"This is simply a stellar class. Top credentials, fine undergraduate educations, interesting backgrounds," said James R. Newton, associate dean for administration. "I would say that this class has it all."

Class of 2011 Profile
From a national application pool of 2,304
–a 52% increase from last year– this
group attended some of the best undergraduate schools in the country.

Newton praised the law school's admissions office for a "superb" job and said the credentials of this class
presented an "exciting future for these students and UB's Law School." The students come from some of the
top universities and colleges in the nation, including Duke University, University of California at Berkeley,
Vassar, Georgetown University and Cornell University.
The average age is 24, with 30 percent over age 25. Twelve percent of the class holds advanced academic
degrees. Sixteen percent come from out of state, and 48 percent are females.

"The class of 2011 is impressive and demonstrates the competitive advantage we have in the legal education marketplace as SUNY's only law school," said
Lillie V. Wiley-Upshaw, vice dean for admissions and financial aid. "Our students made a smart choice. We offer a high-quality legal education at an affordable
tuition. They will be surrounded by other exceptional students and will earn a law degree that will allow them to fulfill their professional dreams – without having to mortgage their future."
Wiley-Upshaw also said UB's Law School has increased its scholarship money by 55 percent over the previous year.
Mutua said an accomplished and selective law class is central to the academic excellence and overall reputation of any law school, and is particularly crucial to
UB at this point in its development. "It's the pivot on which great programs are built," Mutua said. The increase in this year's class statistics is a significant step
toward enhancing UB's excellence and achieving a higher awareness of that status among other academic institutions throughout the country, he said.
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New Director for the Law/Public Health Program
On behalf of the University at Buffalo Law School, The Opinion would like to welcome Ruqaiijah Yearby to the community. Yearby joins us from Loyola University Chicago School of Law. She sees this as a “great opportunity” and a
chance to work with “great people” and was honored to be appointed as director.
The JD/MPH Program prepares students for work in public health law in a four years. Yearby contends that public health
encompasses many exigent issues in today’s society needing immediate attention, including a lack of health care and elderly care.
Graduates receive both a juris doctor and a masters of public health. A student enrolled in the program experiences a
typical first year in law school, taking the core courses. For the next three years, students are able to pick and choose
courses at their liking, similar to the typical upper level UB law student, with the exception that sometime during their
tenure they must complete thirty credits in the School of Public Health, located on the South Campus. At the end of the
program, the students are required to complete an integrated project between both schools. The project involves research,
writing and probably the drafting of an amicus brief.
Yearby is originally from Detroit and sees Buffalo as a nice change of pace, because she is more accustomed to a small
town atmosphere, where she can move around quickly. She received her J.D. from Georgetown and her M.P.H. from
Johns Hopkins.
For more information on the program, please contact Professor Yearby at rayearby@buffalo.edu.

Rebecca French Named to Head Baldy Center at UB Law
University at Buffalo Law Professor Rebecca Redwood French, a Roger and Karen Jones Faculty Scholar, has been named director of the Baldy Center for Law and Social Policy at the UB Law School, Dean Makau W. Mutua announced today.
An international authority in law and anthropology, French has done landmark research on the Buddhist legal system of Tibet.
French's appointment takes effect Aug. 16. She succeeds Lynn Mather, UB professor of law and political science and a distinguished scholar in the area of law and the courts, who came from Dartmouth College to Buffalo to head the Baldy Center in
2002.
The Baldy Center is an endowed, internationally recognized institute that supports the interdisciplinary study of law and social
institutions. More than 100 UB faculty members from 17 academic departments participate in Baldy Center research, conference
and scholarship activities, as do an increasing number of graduate students. The center maintains cooperative ties to other interdisciplinary research centers and co-sponsors a regional network of socio-legal scholars in New York State and Canada. The
Baldy Center also hosts distinguished scholars from around the world as visitors, speakers and conference participants.
"I am delighted that Rebecca French has agreed to lead this crucial component of the Law School's research mission," Mutua said. "Her experience in studying
comparative law and her enthusiasm for the possibilities of interdisciplinary approaches to the law can only strengthen the unique mission of the Baldy Center
at the University at Buffalo and beyond. As we continue to enhance UB Law School's academic reputation nationally and internationally, the Baldy Center will
play an important part in our continued success."
French joined the UB Law School from the University of Colorado School of Law, where she conducted the research for her groundbreaking book "The Golden
Yoke: The Legal Cosmology of Buddhist Tibet." The project was an outgrowth of her interest in Asian legal systems and her experience at Yale University,
where she earned both a Master of Laws degree and a doctorate in anthropology. A philosophy major as an undergraduate at the University of Michigan, she
earned her J.D. degree from the University of Washington Law School. She served for three years as a public defender and for four years in general practice in
the Pacific Northwest.
French has spent time in India doing research on Buddhism and the law in the Tibetan community there. As an expert in Tibetan law, she has spearheaded the
development of the new discipline of Law and Buddhism and has organized the first international conferences and working groups in this area.
French was instrumental in bringing the Dalai Lama, the exiled religious leader of the Tibetan Buddhist community, for a much-heralded visit to UB Law
School in September 2006 for the first discussion and conference with the Dalai Lama on Law, Buddhism and Social Change. Cambridge University Press next
year will publish her edited work, "The Cambridge Companion to Law and Buddhism," which will be the first comprehensive volume on the topic. She is currently conducting a major research project that brings tools of anthropology to bear on 2,500 cases on religion in the United States.
The University at Buffalo is a premier research-intensive public university, a flagship institution in the State University of New York system and its largest and
most comprehensive campus. UB's more than 28,000 students pursue their academic interests through more than 300 undergraduate, graduate and professional
degree programs. Founded in 1846, the University at Buffalo is a member of the Association of American Universities.
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Let us know what you think. Visit our
web site at http://law.buffalo.edu/orgs/
opinion to find out how to contact us.
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I told our editor-in-chief, Anthony, that I would try to
come up with something decent to share for this latest
Opinion publication. I have opinions. Tons of them.
By Luis Segura
Not always well-organized ones, but opinions nonetheless. I started listing several different topics that I might want to cover and that you would hopefully find interesting. Then I went
on to cross out every single idea on the list. I considered discussing national politics. You get enough pigs and pastors every day
on the so-called news, so I promise not to bother you with that. How about my opinion on the Law School’s growing love affair
with multiple choice testing? Maybe next time. But good luck to you 1Ls as you prepare to tackle the Commerce Clause or contributory negligence in the form of four or five neatly packaged choices. When in doubt, go with C! As I looked at my list of
crossed-out potential topics, I realized what a great opportunity I have here. For the first time since I started law school in August of 2006, I am not regurgitating case law or flipping through an awesome little book reminding me of how stupid I was for not remembering to add a space between “F.” and “Supp.” on
that last minute memo. Nope. Not today. No calling the nice Lexis folks with the southern accents for help. No impatient partner to impress with my pathetic
research results on a completely ambiguous area of federal civil procedure law before noon. Just putting my thoughts down on paper. Just you, me, and my
laptop.

Read Any Good Books Lately?

The title of this piece might seem a bit random to you. While randomness is kind of a specialty of mine, this title is actually somewhat relevant. It is a question
that my non-law student friends (you know, those who get more than six hours of sleep and still have their eyesight, hair, and liver intact) ask me from time to
time. A question that usually evokes a good laugh and makes me put my highlighter down for more than five seconds. A question that no law student would
bother to ask me. “Have you read any good books lately?” When we actually get to chat for more than a couple of minutes, my friends from back home love
telling me about the latest novels and non-fiction books that keep them captivated. They e-mail me copies of their most recent paintings, sketches, lyrics, and
poems. Most of these works are quite impressive. Then I rush home to squeeze in a little sleep between my afternoon class and one of my countless student
organization meetings. As always, I walk through the door of my increasingly messy apartment to find two unfinished oil paintings in the living room staring
me in the face. One of the New York City skyline, and another of what I imagine a Hawaiian landscape to look like. These paintings have been staring me in
the face since August of 2006. Teasing me. Reminding me of what I allowed law school to steal from me.
I highly doubt that I am alone here. I am sure that many of you have also surrendered some of your passions on the quest to obtaining a highly coveted law
degree. We try to convince ourselves that this surrender is only temporary, and that we will continue doing what we love as soon as we take on that nasty little
test in July after our final year. I am certainly not saying that we cannot be passionate about the law. Of course we can. In fact, we should be. Nurturing our
passion for the law will undoubtedly enable us to become exceptional attorneys, professors, and crusaders for various public causes. In this article, however, I
am referring to those passions for which we do not receive a paycheck. The various passions that make us who we are.
Many of my conversations with some of you involve going through an exhaustive list of things that we used to enjoy doing before law school. It kind of goes
something like this:
Before law school…
I used to exercise twice a day.
I used to race competitively.
I used to volunteer several hours a week at the community center.
I used to skydive.
I used to surf.
I used to read every major autobiography that I could get my hands on.
I used to go around sketching anything and everything around me.
I used to discuss and consider the teachings of my favorite philosophers.
I used to build things with my hands.
I used to “freestyle” with my friends.
I used to cook.
I used to play in a band.
I used to go to the beach at sunrise just to sit and think.
I used to write poems and even got the nerve to recite a couple in public.
I used to walk around the city taking artistic photos.
I used to meditate.
I used to have daily conversations with my brother and sister about serious life issues, funny memories, or nothing at all.
Some of the items on this list are passions I nurtured prior to coming to law school, and others are passions that some of you used to pursue. Do not think of
this article as just another reminder of what you used to be able to do. My intention is not to be a downer here. Think of this as a call to action. An opportunity
to sit down for a moment and consider all of the different passions that you once actively nurtured, and the goals that you felt compelled to put aside when you
came here. Maybe you can even list them in order of priority. Once you have done this, try your best to figure out which of these passions you can reasonably
handle. Squeeze them into your busy calendar. Then go for it.
I know what you are probably thinking. That you are way too busy. That as a law student, you just do not have the time. This is an easy excuse to rely upon. I
should know. I use it all the time. The path of least resistance is always easy. Of course, law school is important. Your career is important. But let me ask
you this: is a degree more important than your development as a person? Is a job more important than your connection with loved ones? I seriously hope not.
As I write this article, I am disappointed in myself for not having addressed this issue earlier in my law school career. Writing this piece has been surprisingly
therapeutic for me. Now if you’ll excuse me, I have a couple of oil paintings sitting in my living room to complete. The mess can wait.
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